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ABSTRACT 
We describe our research into designed interaction between        
two people during a first dinner date. For this research we           
use our own developed prototype, named “Myme”. We        
have conducted research to see how people rate the success          
of dates based on body language. Four couples have         
participated in a first dinner date with the prototype and          
answered questions given by the prototype. We have found         
that people can rate the success of a date based on body            
language. The couples that participated in the dinners        
started mirroring the body language of each other when         
provided with an incentive to do so. The provided questions          
during the dinner made people feel that they got to know           
the other person better, however they did add an extra level           
of uncomfortableness.  
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INTRODUCTION 
A first date is an important event, there is a pressure to            
present yourself positively and create a connection with a         
‘stranger’ in a, usually, limited amount of time. With one in           
five relationships starting online [2] presently, the initial        
connection is commonly made through typed text, which is         
easily edited and reconsidered to give a good impression. 
 
We have developed a concept and prototype called Myme,         
it is a device that enriches the interpersonal connection         
between two people on their first dinner date. It encourages          
verbal communication through guided questions designed      
to create meaningful conversation [1] and reduce the        
pressure of finding conversational topics. It further adds        
another layer of interaction by encouraging mirroring of the         
dates’ body movements, this is a key part of body language           
that creates empathy between each participant. [1] 

Figure 1: Interaction with the Myme prototype. 
 
A important step in creating a meaningful first date is to           
explore how encouraging positive body language compares       
to a date with no external guidance. As well as exploring           
how mirroring can be effectively implemented in the        
improved design of Myme, there will need to be an          
investigation into the optimal way of guiding conversation,        
if it is with specific questions or more general conversation          
topics.  
 
Myme focuses on the topics of connection, consensus, body         
language, personal presentation, first impressions and      
meaningful interactions. Can we positively influence verbal       
and non-verbal communication? 
 
RELATED RESEARCH 
Inspiration was taken from the paper by Arthur Aron, where          
users showed a significant increase in post-interaction       
closeness after having carried out self-disclosure and       
relationship-building tasks. These results do not only show        
that the subject of creating closeness can be approached         
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theoretically, but also demonstrates that designing a       
situation with an designed increase of closeness between a         
couple can have a positive effect. Given these results this          
theory could be of great value to dating, since creating a           
meaningful connection is an explicit goal during dating        
activities. [1] 
 
The paper “The Conversational Role of Electronic       
Guidebooks” shows that a designed means of interaction        
can help stimulate and enhance the conversation. An        
electronic guidebook was used, designed to not interfere        
with museum visitors and their companions.Visitors wanted       
to discuss the information, provided by the guidebook, with         
their companions, therefore, the product also stimulates       
conversation, performing beyond its designed purpose. The       
results from this paper show us that a product can stimulate           
and give extra meaning to the social interaction between         
two or more people. [5] 
 
“When people observe one another, behavioural alignment       
can be detected at many levels, from the physical to the           
mental.” [4] Mirroring is a significant part of social         
interaction and is often interpreted as positive body        
language. [4] In a social setting people adjust their         
behaviour according to the way they are or want to be           
connected to the other person. The phenomenon of        
mirroring is also referred to as alignment. Alignment        
includes mimicry of postures, mannerisms and facial       
expressions, which all support prosocial behaviour and also        
increase closeness, as it states to improve the prosocial         
behaviour after mimicry as well. [4] When two individuals         
are mirroring, not only each other’s movements but also the          
length and intensity of those movements, empathy is        
created. 
 
METHODS 
Throughout this research we tried to answer the question of          
how our design can create meaningful interaction by        
encouraging verbal and nonverbal communications during      
first dinner dates? 

In order to justify our answer we divided our research into           
three sub-research questions: 

1) Can people recognize the success of a date based on the            
body language of the participants? 

2) How does the encouraged mirroring of body language         
through the prototype influence how two strangers       
experience dinner during the first date?  

3) How does answering pre-set questions that are designed         
to help people get to know each other better in a short space             
of time influence the communication between two strangers        
on the first dinner date? 
 

We used the mixed method approach to design research         
have a more complete understanding about our research by         
combining qualitative and quantitative research approaches. 

Quantitative Research Methods 
Throughout our research process we conducted two tests.        
We used a quantitative research approach to answer the first          
sub-research question. Using the survey research method       
we asked participants to rate pictures of people having         
dinner by asking the question: “how successful is the date          
represented in the pictures going?”. The goal of the research          
was to examine whether people can differentiate a positive         
and negative dinner experience by only observing the body         
language of people in the pictures. 

The survey consisted of six pictures of three individuals         
(two pictures per one person) having dinner whilst facing         
the camera. The setting was staged in this way to make the            
survey participants feel as if they are sitting in front of the            
person at the dinner table. Seven other pictures in the          
survey contained two couples (three pictures per first couple         
and four pictures per second couple) having dinner, where         
both members of the couple were facing each other. The          
setting was staged this way to make the participant act as an            
observer of the dinner of two strangers. Both the individual          
and couple pictures contained positive and negative body        
language. We made two different versions of the individual         
and couple pictures featuring the same people but with         
different body postures and facial expressions. 

The main things we focused on when creating the pictures          
were the position of the hands and arms, facial expressions          
and interpersonal distance. These notions are also       
mentioned in Visible Thought, the new Psychology of Body         
Language [8] We made a selection of these pictures with a           
distinct difference in the closeness displayed in the body         
language on the notions previously mentioned and put these         
in the survey to see how significant the effect would be on            
the perception of the level of interaction. 

The assumptions we made were that closer interpersonal        
distance, eye contact, an open posture (not covering the face          
or putting arms in front of the body) and of course smiling            
would be positive body language signals. Whereas the        
opposites, long distance from each other, avoiding eye        
contact, closed posture and a neutral facial expression        
would be considered negative. 
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Figure 2: One of the pictures used in the 
questionnaire. (Eilis - Positive body language) 

 
The sets of pictures were separated in different sections of          
the survey so the people filling it in are not able to compare             
them next to each other. People rated each picture on a scale            
from one to ten on “how well the date is going”. We tested             
whether the pictures with negative body posture and facial         
expressions, that appear more closed to the other person         
will score lower in average than the pictures with positive          
body language.  
 
We used Google Forms to create and distribute the survey.          
Google Forms is a simple and intuitive online survey         
system which is easy to share with many people. Google          
Forms also provides a spreadsheet of the data results that          
we could analyse ourselves to create visualisations and        
conclusions.  

Our target population for the survey was 18 - 25 year olds            
as we had easy access to them and they were the target user             
for our concept.. Our target sample size was to receive at           
least 50 responses, however, we tried to get as many          
responses as possible in 24 hours. 

We out sent the survey and received 84 responses before          
our deadline for analysis. The average age of the         
respondents to the survey was 20.57. This target user age          
also correlated to the qualitative data as the average age of           
those participants was 19.88. 

Qualitative Research Methods 
To measure the effectiveness of the Myme prototype and         
the questions it provides, we organized dinners for couples         
on two consecutive evenings. On the first evening there         
would be two couples, the second evening would be         
attended by three couples.  
 
The couples will be provided with the Myme prototype, that          
will provide them with a set of 15 questions from “The           
Experimental Generation of Interpersonal Closeness: A      
Procedure and Some Preliminary Findings”. [1] The 15        
questions will be a selection from each section of the          
original 36 questions with 5 questions being taken from         
each set of 12. 
 
After the dinners, both participants were interviewed       
separately. This was done so they could not influence each          
other’s answers. The interviews were open-ended to get the         
most natural responses. We started by asking how the         
dinner went to get an impression of their experience,         
followed by asking about the questions that were provided         
by the prototype and the interaction with the prototype         
itself. We conducted the interviews according to the five         
whys method. When we found something interesting we        
would continue on that topic to get a bit deeper. 
 
We listened to all of the interviews and made notes to           
extract the most important themes, divided into three topics;         
the overall dinner experience, the questions and the        
interaction with the prototype. Each topic was broken down         
into around seven themes and then each participants        
interview was cross analysed to see what themes were         
discussed most. Parts of the interviews were transcribed to         
get some specific quotes and get a deeper understanding of          
the answers. 
 
Because the questions were very personal we did not listen          
to the conversation while looking back at the videos. Whilst          
watching the videos we paid close attention to body         
language and the interaction with the prototype. We took         
screenshots from interesting parts of the video’s and tagged         
that with the corresponding time from the video.  
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QUALITATIVE RESEARCH, THE DINNER EXPERIENCE 

Setup 
On the first evening we experienced some difficulty with         
the prototype, we could not display the questions properly,         
so we had to provide a paper with all the questions. The            
prototype showed the number of the question, then the         
participants had to read the question from the sheet         
themselves. From the second couple, one the participants        
did not show up. This meant we could only do one dinner            
that evening. 

 

Figure 3: Two participants on a date. 
The second evening the prototype worked as intended and         
all couples showed up on time. All couples had about forty           
minutes for their dinner. We expected this would be enough          
time for them to finish eating. We however had to give all            
the couples extra time as they did not finish their dinner           
within the given time, due to discussing the questions. After          
about fifty minutes we told all couples their time was up           
and we quickly wrapped things up to move on to the           
interviews. 

 

RESULTS 

 
Qualitative results 
Many of the participants were slightly uncomfortable that        
the audio of their conversation would be recorded as part of           
the video. Therefore, we assured them the audio would not          
be listened to. 

We analyzed the interviews as described in the methods         
section of the report, and describe the most interesting         
findings here. 

 

Figure 4: Visualisation of cross analysed themes. 
Almost all participants found the dinner enjoyable. Only        
one of the participants did not fully agree with this. She said            
that the dinner went well, but that she was very          
uncomfortable because of the recording and some       
questions. 

Half of the participants thought “it was awkward at the          
beginning” (participant 5). They said this related to the         
situation in general and not particularly with having a blind          
date. They felt the setup interfered with the natural way of           
getting to know each other. One participant said the         
experience was “a bit awkward with the introduction talk of          
yours. It would be so much less awkward if you just come            
to the room and go for dinner.”  

Most participants thought that the questions helped to get to          
know the other person faster than compared to a regular          
date. A reason for this could be that the question and the            
prototype helped to avoid awkward silences. One of the         
participants said: “It was more like we were answering the          
question and then like, just before the awkward silence we          
agree and continued.” 

 

Figure 5: Visualisation of cross analysed themes. 
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All participants had particularly different opinions about the        
questions. Two participants thought some of the questions        
were too personal to be asked on a first date. Notable about            
this is that all of these participants were internationals from          
the same part of Europe. It is possible that their opinion           
about the questions is influenced by the culture. 

 

Figure 6: First time press of the prototype at 8:37 
Three of the couples said they used the prototype a lot while            
eating, these groups completed most of the questions during         
their dinner. One group did not use the prototype         
extensively, they completed three of the fifteen questions.        
Three of the participants said they enjoyed that there needed          
to be mutual agreement to go the next question.  

Some of the participants said that using the prototype         
interfered with the dinner, “while eating its a bit hard”, “but           
maybe with like just drinks, I could imagine it working a bit            
better.” We observed that it took all the couples a long time            
to finish their dinners and most of them were barely          
finished when we forced them to stop. Since all groups had           
forty five minutes, the prototype likely slowed them down.  

With the prototype we encouraged some mirroring, both        
participants had to put their left hand down at the same           
time.  

 

 

Figure 7: Stills before (0:36) and after (0:57) leaning 
in. 

It was interesting to see, that for three of the couples, both            
participants pressed the device in a similar way. One of the           
couples kept their hands on the prototype the entire time          
while reading the question, as shown in figure 7, they even           
leaned in at the exact same time.  
 
The couple that enjoyed the dinner the least, interacted with          
the prototype in a particularly detached manner, but both         
participants did it very similarly. We did not expect the          
couples to mirror each other in such a strong way. We           
expected the couples to mimic the others hand gestures, we          
did not expect them to mirror the intensity and lengths of           
the interactions. 
 

 

Figure 8: Thoughts on the prototype. 
We analysed the different interviews and cross-referenced       
them with the videos in order to identify some key words           
and themes.  
 
We made visualisations for all the three theme groups. The          
couples were visualized in small yellow-outlined circles, the        
themes in larger colored bubbles. The couples are        
connected to the themes they mentioned in their interviews.         
Boys are represented by dashed lines, girls by dotted lines          
and when they both agreed the line is both dashed and           
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dotted. This gives a clear insight in whether couples agreed          
and how many of the participants mentioned a theme. The          
size of the bubbles is dependant on how many people          
mentioned the theme. 

Quantitative results 

 

Figure 9: Photos mapped out based on the average 
rating (y axis) and their position in the survey (x axis). 

In figure 9 you can see the pictures in order of appearance            
in the survey and their rating of success compared to each           
other on the scale of one to ten.  

This is the order of the pictures in their relevant sections,           
single and couple picture sections were alternating. 

Pictures can be found in appendix II with the same tags. 

1 single Eilis + Kamile + Sander -  
2 couple S | K + E | J + S | K --  
3 single Kamile - Sander + Eilis -  
4 couple E | J - S | K - E | J -- S | K ++ 

Table 1: Here you see the exact averages of the 
scoring on each picture, also used in figure 9 to graph 

out the photographs. 
 + -   

Eilis 7.2381 5.1548   
Kamile 6.1429 3.6667   
Sander 5.8929 3.8690   

 ++ + - -- 
S | K 8.6786 8.2381 5.2142 2.6667 
E | J  6.3690 5.8333 2.2619 

Table 2: The average rating of each picture by our 84 
survey participants, in their relevant sets. 

Figure 10 shows a graphs of the results from our survey.           
Because of the amount of responses we got, you can see a            
bell shape forming in the graph. This shows that the average           
we will get from the picture will be more accurate and           
valid. 

 

Figure 10: All the results from photo 11. 

We had an almost equal amount of male and female          
participants out of the 84 participants. As can be seen in           
figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Male and female participants 

The main observation to be made is that pictures were rated           
as expected, with a significant difference between the        
positive and negative body postures and expressions on the         
perception of the date. For the front view pictures the          
difference was similar, between 1,9 and 2,4. The couple         
pictures, however, showed an even more significant       
difference between the most negative and the most positive         
picture being between 4,2 and 6,0.  

Interestingly, comparing the two positive pictures from the        
couple: Kamile and Sander, we see a difference of 0,4. In           
both they are engaged with each other judging on their          
facial expressions, but in the best scoring one they are also           
mirroring each others posture as if they were using Myme.          
This might account for the small difference of 0,4. We see           
a bit of a difference in the use/placement of arms and hands            
and interpersonal closeness. 

This is something that we see in all the pictures, the           
difference in the placement of the hands, direction of the          
gaze and interpersonal closeness affects the score. Looking        
away and putting your arm in front of you or your face is             
negatively influencing the perception of the person/date.       
Using your hands to engage in conversation, as well as          
looking at the other person and leaning in are very positive           
signs. 
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DISCUSSION 

The quantitative research was rich in the number of         
participants which exceeded our expectations. Initially we       
planned to have two surveys containing different pictures        
and have both surveys filled in by different people. This          
way the pictures would not be compared to each other and           
we would have a more honest result as there would be less            
cross-referencing. 

Due to low expectations on participation, we created one         
survey with different stages in order to not have pictures of           
the same couple next to each other on the same page.           
People could still memorize previous pictures which may        
have affected their subsequent ratings. In addition, pictures        
were not modeled by professionals or a strict protocol on          
how they were made. However, the difference between the         
average scores of positive and negative pictures is        
significant in every case which confirms our assumption        
that body language influences the perception of a date. 

From the shape of the graphs, which are bell-shaped, the          
averages will be more accurate. Because of the amount of          
responses, we saw this shape forming, which is reason to          
believe that the results are more valid. It shows that most           
people agree about how the date is going and that different           
people have a similar interpretation of body language. We         
received responses from an almost equal amount of male as          
female participants, so the results we got were not biased          
based on difference in opinion by genders. 

Even though the only variable in the pictures was body          
language, there are many more variables within body        
language. So much so that to draw concrete conclusions         
from specific characteristics alone, is difficult. To truly test         
only body language as a variable we would need to control           
the lighting, minute positions and the physical features of         
the models.  

Our initial plan for the qualitative research was to have two           
groups. The first group would have a normal dinner,         
without questions or prototype. The second group would be         
provided with the Myme prototype. Because of the large         
amount of work and small amount of time we decided to let            
all couples use the prototype. This way we got more          
information on the use of the product. We assumed people          
could compare the dinner to previous experiences. Some        
participants mentioned it was their first time going on a          
blind date. This meant that they had no previous experience          
that could serve as a reference for comparison. These         
participants could, however, compare this experience with a        
normal date, just not a blind date. 

To make the research more valuable it would be good to           
have had several different situations. One group could have         
a first dinner date without the prototype or questions. The          
groups that were provided with the prototype and questions         

could be divided in two or more sub-groups. Each         
sub-group could have had different questions to see how the          
questions influence the date and what the right level of          
depth is for the questions. At least we would need a control            
group as a reference point. Aside from needing a reference          
group we should also conduct all the tests in exactly the           
same setup. We did the qualitative test in two similar but           
not identical setups. This doesn’t necessarily show in the         
results as we are only talking about one test but should be            
taken account in future testing. 

In the video we found several examples of mirroring taking          
place and interactions with the prototype, but the videos         
could have been analyzed more in depth, but due to time           
constraints this wasn’t possible. Also, the camera stopped        
recording after 15~20 minutes, which led to us missing         
some of the video, as we had to restart it. The camera            
stopping and having to be set to recording again, interrupted          
the date and thus the test. The presence of the camera           
shouldn’t have been as obvious either as it made some          
participants feel uncomfortable and maybe not act the same         
as they would have.  

Discomfort in answering the questions could also have to         
related with all the participants speaking in their second         
language, English, which might have made it more difficult         
for them to talk openly about some deep questions. So in           
future tests the camera should be hidden and participants         
language should be taken into account as well. Aside from          
not conducting the tests in the participants first language,         
three of the participants were internationals from eastern        
europe. This might have influenced their experience during        
the dinners because of their cultural background. Cultural        
differences in the context of verbal and non-verbal        
communication can not be taken from the research but         
could be present. 

We conducted open ended interviews and used keywords to         
align the response we got. The response we got from the           
participants was extensive but difficult to put next to each          
other to draw conclusions from. Because the interview was         
open ended we also covered different topics in each         
interview which didn’t necessarily align with other       
responses. Also, because we are not professional       
interviewers we had a tendency to at times guide the          
participants to some answers where they would simply        
agree or disagree. This also makes the results less         
trustworthy. 

With the points previously mentioned and because there        
were only four tests, with eight participants, it is hard to           
draw a solid and/or valid conclusion from this. The results          
raise interesting topics for future research but can not be          
completely confirmed solely based on the tests we’ve done. 
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CONCLUSION 
The greatest strength of our prototype is its ability to initiate           
and stimulate mirroring of body language between the two         
users. The physical mirroring created by the functionality        
and design of the prototype reflects in the users mirroring          
the duration and intensities of the interaction. Therefore        
making their connection deeper and more meaningful as        
displayed through the quantitative research aspect of our        
mixed methods approach to our investigation. 

Through our qualitative research we have been able to         
conclude that body language does directly affect other        
individuals perception of you and subsequently, their       
impression of how successful a date is going. We have also           
been able to conclude that outsiders of a date can          
successfully interpret how well a date is going through the          
observation of the body language of the participants of the          
date. 

Our results were limited in both investigations due to our          
limited resources and availability of participants,      
particularly in our qualitative research. Both methods       
require more data points in order to increase their reliability. 

It is our intention that this research can be used in the future             
of dating to create a richer interaction between users.         
Particularly as people meeting through internet dating is        
becoming increasingly common, it is important that people        
have meaningful interactions when they meet. We can        
conclude that the interactions created through our prototype        
increase the connection through people's body language to        
create a deeper connection. However, the questions used        
require further research to analyse the appropriate questions        
to be used or if they enhance a date at all. 
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